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Abstract

This paper tests whether the effects of ECB monetary policy vary over different phases of the business cycle. It uses local projections to estimate the state-dependent impulse responses of economic activity and prices to monetary policy shocks. These are identified through high-frequency financial market responses after Governing Council meetings. While the impact of monetary policy on economic activity is roughly similar during recessions and expansions, prices respond more strongly during booms. The result holds when the state of the economy is based on measures of resource utilization, rather than on GDP growth rates. Nominal wages also respond more strongly to monetary policy during expansions and when there is no slack in the economy. The empirical findings are consistent with the presence of downward rigidity on nominal wages.
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1. Introduction

This paper tests empirically the common conviction, which dates back to the Great Depression, that the effects of monetary policy vary over phases of the business cycle.\(^1\) The analysis focuses on the euro area and estimates responses to monetary policy shocks of economic activity and consumer prices in different states of the economy.

Understanding whether monetary policy has different effects along the business cycle is important both for its policy implications and for informing the choices of models through which policies are analyzed and designed. For example, knowing that during an expansion monetary policy has stronger effects on output and/or inflation might help the monetary policy authority to appropriately calibrate the timing and pace of the official interest rates lift-off.

Typically, the effects of monetary policy are studied, both theoretically and empirically, with models that ignore asymmetries and state-dependence. However, the question of whether monetary policy has unequal effects over the business cycle has been recently revived and empirically tested. Tenreyro and Thwaites (2016) have analyzed this issue for the United States finding that the effects of monetary policy on both output and inflation have been stronger in expansions than in recessions. Barnichon, Matthes and Sablik (2017), in a similar study, focus on whether a tighter monetary policy has stronger effects on output than a looser one. They find that this is indeed the case and that there is some state-dependence on the response of inflation: when unemployment is high, expansionary policies have smaller effects. To the best of my knowledge, there is no recent evidence for the euro area on the subject. The only paper that investigates the issue for some of the euro area countries is Peersman and Smets (2001); they find that monetary policy is more effective in a recession than in a boom, but their sample period ends in 1999 leaving out the years of the common currency.

The methodology adopted in this study mostly draws on Tenreyro and Thwaites (2016).\(^2\) It uses local projection methods (Jordà, 2005) to estimate state-dependent impulse response functions in the period from 1999 to 2017. The monetary policy shock is identified through changes of prices of financial contracts on the overnight interest rate during monetary policy events, as in Cecioni (2018). The state of the economy is a measure of the economic cycle related to either how fast the economy is growing or to the degree of resource utilization.

---

\(^1\) The view that the central bank has a harder time to end a severe contraction than to stop an expansion became widespread during the Great Depression leading many economists to conclude that loose monetary policy was like “pushing on a string” (Morgan, 1993).

\(^2\) This methodology has been used also by Ramey and Zubairy (2018) for the quantification of fiscal multipliers in recessions and expansions.
The analysis finds that, while the impact on economic activity of monetary policy is very similar across different phases of the business cycle, the impact on prices is stronger during expansions than during recessions, as in Tenreyro and Thwaites (2016). This means that, for the same impact on output, in recession the central bank has a harder time in affecting inflation than in expansion.

A story, that would be consistent with the findings, is one of capacity utilization and the presence of downward nominal wage rigidities. When the degree of capacity utilization is low, after a shock that reduced output below potential but with little impact on nominal wages due to the unwillingness or impossibility of firms to reduce them, the increase in output, induced by the expansionary monetary policy, is carried out through the use of idle capacity without the need for wage increases. Conversely, when the economy is running close to its potential, an expansionary monetary policy affects more markedly nominal wages, as firms are competing to attract workers in a tight labor market. This would be akin to the phenomenon of “pent-up wage deflation” (Daly and Hobijn, 2014) according to which downward nominal wage rigidities in recessions flatten the wage inflation Phillips curve.

Two caveats must be taken into account when interpreting the results. First, the “recession sample” of the analysis is dominated by the exceptional downturns occurred as a consequence of the financial and sovereign debt crises, that led to a prolonged period of low inflation. The results are thus in large part capturing the peculiarities of the 2008-09 and 2011-13 recessions, both preceded by disruptions in financial markets. Second, in 2015 the ECB, whose official rates were close to their effective lower bound, started to use non-standard measures to stimulate the economy. The analysis verifies the robustness of the results to the lower bound on interest rates and to the adoption of unconventional monetary policies.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the econometric methodology and the data. Section 3 illustrates the results. Section 4 provides some robustness analysis. Section 5 concludes.

---

3 Evidence of wage rigidity is relatively well established and supports the finding that cutting wages is more difficult than raising them. See Babecký et al. (2010) and Holden and Wulfsberg (2008).

4 See also Benigno and Ricci (2011)

5 Debortoli, Gali and Gambetti (2018) found that in the US economy there has been no differences in the transmission of a broad range of structural shocks to output and inflation in the zero lower bound and outside it, suggesting that there has been “perfect substitutability” between conventional and unconventional monetary policies.
2. Methodology and data

Impulse response functions (IRF) to a monetary policy shock are estimated through local projection method (Jordà, 2005). The impulse response to a shock $\epsilon_t$ of variable $y_t$ at horizon $h \in \{0, H\}$ in state $j \in \{e, r\}$, which corresponds to expansion and recession respectively, is the estimated coefficient $\beta_h^j$ of the following equation

$$y_{t+h} = \alpha_h + F(z_t)(\beta_h^e \epsilon_t + \gamma_h^e X_t) + [1 - F(z_t)](\beta_h^r \epsilon_t + \gamma_h^r X_t) + \delta_h t + u_{t+h}$$

where $t$ is a linear time trend, $\alpha_h$ is a constant and $X_t$ are controls. As in Auerbach and Gorodnichenko (2011) and Tenreyro and Thwaites (2016), $F(z_t)$ is a logistic function of an indicator of the state of the economy $z_t$

$$F(z_t) = \frac{e^{\frac{z_t - \bar{z}}{\sigma_z}}}{1 + e^{\frac{z_t - \bar{z}}{\sigma_z}}}$$

where $\bar{z}$ and $\sigma_z$ are the average and standard deviation of the state variable $z_t$ and $\theta$ is a parameter that determines how rapidly the economy switches from one state to the other. We set $z_t$ equal to the lagging moving average of the quarterly real GDP growth over 7 quarters and $\theta$ equal to 3. Section 4 checks the robustness of the results to these choices.

For each variable I estimate with OLS $H+1$ equations of the IRF at horizon 0, ..., H. The estimated sequence of $\beta_h^e$ and $\beta_h^r$ are the impulse responses and measure the average impact of a monetary policy shock on $y_t$ $h$ quarters after the shock.6

In the baseline specification the variables $y_{t+h}$ of our interest are the log level of real GDP, the log level of HICP prices and the 1-year interest rate as policy indicator.7 The controls $X_t$ include 4 lags of each of the dependent variables. The data are quarterly and the sample period runs from 1999Q1 to 2017Q4.

The monetary policy shocks are the surprises obtained from financial market data. I computed daily changes of overnight interest rate swap at 1-year maturity after Governing Council monetary policy meetings. The interest rate swaps are very sensitive to monetary policy news and incorporate expectations about future policy moves. I consider the 1-year horizon so as to include

---

6 Leading of the dependent variable can induce serial correlations in the error terms; therefore I estimate Newey-West standard error with maximum autocorrelation equal to $H+1$.
7 More precisely, I use the overnight interest rate swap 1-year ahead.
not only unexpected decision on official interest rates, but also information about the future path of policy rates.\(^8\) Since there is more than one monetary policy meeting per quarter I aggregate the surprises by summing them.

The high-frequency identification of the shock is particularly suitable for the proposed exercise as it imposes a minimal set of restrictions on the data and it is not extracted from models that assume that the behavior of the economy is linear, which is exactly what is to be tested. Shocks are very small (figure 1), as is typically found, given the high degree of predictability of monetary policy in the last 20 years.

---

**Figure 1 – Monetary policy shocks**

*(basis points)*

**Figure 2 – State of the economy**

*Notes:* Surprises extracted from daily changes of OIS contracts at horizon up to 1 year after Governing Council meetings. For details see Cecioni (2018).

*Notes:* Grey bars are CEPR recessions; the red line can be interpreted as the probability of an expansion. The indicator is the logistic function \( F(z_t) \), in which \( z_t \) is the lagging moving average over 7 quarters of the quarterly real GDP growth.

Figure 2 shows the state variable that defines the phase of the business cycle in the euro area economy, as a smooth \{0, 1\} indicator based on real GDP quarterly growth rate, along with CEPR recession bands. In the sample there are two recessions (2008-09 and 2011-13) and a “prolonged pause in growth”, as defined by CEPR, in 2003. Our sample has more episodes of expansion than recession, a feature that shows up in the precision of the IRFs’ estimates in the two states.

From a theoretical point of view it would be more appropriate to measure the state of the economy on an indicator of the gap in the level of output with respect to its potential, instead of the growth rates. Figure A1 in the Appendix compares the evolution of the state variable based either

---

\(^8\) Gurkaynack et al. (2005) and Brand et al. (2010) found that announcements about future monetary policy intentions are as important as actions, respectively in the United States and in the euro area. See Cecioni (2018) for further details on the time-series of the monetary policy surprises.
on an indicator of the labor shortage or on the output gap with the indicator based on growth rates.\textsuperscript{9}

The latter is more correlated with the ECB policy rates; the indicator of slackness in the labor market is lagged with respect to growth rates, reflecting the delayed responses of labor market to the economy; the one based on output gap divide the sample in two long phases, one in which output was above potential (before 2010) and one afterwards in which it was below, complicating the identification of the effects of monetary policy. Given that the ECB focuses the economic analysis supporting monetary policy decisions in the Introductory Statement on real GDP growth and taking into account that there is not a unique indicator of the slack in the economy, the paper considers the indicator on growth rates as the benchmark and provides robustness of the results to this choice.

\textbf{Figure 3 – The monetary policy shocks during expansions and recessions}
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  \textit{Notes:} monetary policy shocks on the y-axis (in basis points) and state of the economy in the x-axis (1 = expansion; 0 = recession).

  \textit{Notes:} distribution estimated with a Gaussian kernel of the monetary policy shock (“average”) and of the monetary policy shocks weighted by F(z) (“boom”) and [1-F(z)] (“recession”).
\end{figure}

Figure 3 shows that the distributions of the monetary policy shocks in the two states are not remarkably different: it is not more frequent to have positive or negative shocks in one of the two states. This is a desirable feature of the data since it makes the experiment cleaner.\textsuperscript{10} Indeed, an

\textsuperscript{9} The EC indicator of labor shortage is taken from the quarterly business survey coordinated by the European Commission and consists of the share of firms indicating labor shortage as one of the factors limiting production. For its use as a measure of labor market slack see Bulligan, Guglielminetti and Viviano (2017). The output gap is the one estimated by the Eurosystem.

\textsuperscript{10} A priori, one might argue that contractionary (expansionary) monetary policy shocks during recessions (expansions) are less frequent episodes and, in any case, less intuitively relevant. However, it must be recalled that the large part of the fluctuations in the policy instrument happen as a result of the reaction of monetary policy to economic conditions. The shocks are defined as random disturbances to the systematic response of monetary policy to the evolution of the
additional dimension over which monetary policy could have asymmetric effects is the sign of the shock. Having positive and negative shocks almost evenly distributed across states allows one to draw more robust conclusions on the state-dependent effects of monetary policy. The paper provides also an analysis of the asymmetric effects of negative and positive monetary policy shocks in Section 4.11.

3. Results

The baseline estimates of the impulse responses show that a contractionary monetary policy shock, which raises the 1-year interest rate by 1 percentage point, reduces output after 4 to 6 quarters both in recessions and expansions (figure 4). The estimated drop of output is roughly of the same magnitude in both states, although not statistically significant during recessions. The effects are slightly stronger when the economy is expanding, but the difference is not statistically different than zero at 90% confidence level after 6 and 8 quarters from the shock. The same contractionary shock reduces prices after about two-three years during an expansion, while it has no significant effects on prices during recessions.

The shocks are normalized to have the same initial impact on the 1-year interest rate in all regimes and the estimated persistence of the interest rates is comparable across regimes.12 Confidence bands around the responses of all three variables are larger in the recession state of the economy as there are few episodes of recessions in the sample considered. Figure 5 compares the responses to the same shock across different states and with the “linear” model, in which it is imposed that $\beta^n_h = \beta^r_h$. Table A1 in Appendix cumulates the impulse response functions for the level of real GDP and of prices and shows an estimate, based on Driscoll- Kraay standard errors, of the significance of the difference in the two regimes. Such difference is remarkable in the responses of prices.

According to these findings, monetary policy has a similar impact on output in both states, but it is easier to affect prices when the economy is expanding than when it is contracting. Evidence of the uneven impact of monetary policy over the business cycle might be consistent with several theoretical reasons such as, for example, downward nominal wage or price rigidities and financial constraints.
The most plausible explanation is one due to the presence of downward nominal wage rigidities and capacity utilization. During a recession many firms are either unable or unwilling to lower compensation. Therefore expansionary monetary policy increases output without the need to increase wages, when the degree of capacity utilization in the economy is low; conversely, when the economy is running close to its potential, an expansionary monetary policy affects more markedly wages as firms are competing to attract workers in a tight labor market.

Figure 4 – Impulse responses to a monetary policy shock

Figure 5 – Comparisons across models and states

Notes: The top row shows the IRFs of log of GDP, log of HICP and 1-year overnight interest rate swap during recessions; the bottom row shows the same IRFs during expansions. Grey area is 90% confidence bands (computed with Newey-West standard errors); output and prices in log points, interest rates in percentage points.

Notes: “linear” is a model in the impulse response is restricted to be the same in an expansion or a recession.

As a first check for this hypothesis IRFs are estimated using a state variable based on the degree of resource utilization, instead of real GDP growth rates. The same result holds when the state indicator is based either on the European Commission Survey indicator of labor shortage (figure 6, panel A) or on a measure of the output gap (figure 6, panel B). Moreover, Figure 7 shows that the IRFs of nominal wages to a monetary policy shock in the two states of the economy, using both the quarterly growth rate of real GDP and the labor shortage indicator to construct the

---

13 If the structural source of the asymmetry is the presence of borrowing constraints, which become binding during a recession, also the response of output would have to be lower in recession than in expansion.

14 Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2013) found that after the financial crisis in some euro area countries nominal wages remained unchanged despite the sharp contraction of aggregate demand, suggesting that nominal rigidities were at play at that time.

15 The responses of HICP prices and interest rates during booms are much lower when the state variable is expressed in terms of labor shortage. This is likely due to a phase shift of expansions around 2011 according to the different state indicators (see figure A1 in Appendix). The state indicator based on real GDP growth rate marks an expansion when interest rates were raised in the first half of 2011, while the one based on labor shortage signals an expansion only some quarters afterwards when, following the intensification of the sovereign debt crisis, interest rates were being lowered. They then capture a weaker response of monetary policy and thus a smaller reaction of prices in expansion when compared to the indicator based on how fast the economy is growing.
state variable, mimic the behavior of prices. These results indicate that, as theory would suggest, also the degree of resource utilization is the dimension over which monetary policy effects are asymmetric.

**Figure 6 – The role of the indicator of the state of the economy**

Panel A - State variable = labor shortage  
Panel B – State variable = output gap

*Notes:* The top row shows the IRFs of log of GDP, log of HICP and 1-year overnight interest rate swap during recessions; the bottom row shows the same IRFs during expansions. Grey area is 90% confidence bands (computed with Newey-West standard errors); output and prices in log points, interest rates in percentage points. The state variable is based on the European Commission survey indicator of labor shortage.

**Figure 7 – The response of nominal wages**

Panel A - State variable = growth rate  
Panel B – State variable = labor shortage

*Notes:* IRFs of log of nominal compensation per hour. Grey area is 90% confidence bands (computed with Newey-West standard errors); in log points. The state variable is based on the quarterly growth rate of real GDP. The controls are lags of log of real GDP, of log of HICP, of log of wages and of the 1-year interest rate.
4. Robustness

Effective lower bound of official interest rates and unconventional monetary policy - On March 2016 the ECB reached the effective lower bound on policy rates; since mid-2014 the ECB has been using non-standard measures to stimulate the economy. In order to understand how much these exceptional circumstances and measures are affecting the results, figure 8 (panel A) provides estimates of the IRFs in a sample that ends in 2016Q1, when the ECB reached the effective lower bound. The responses of both prices and output are more marked in expansion than in recession. The larger response of output in expansion is not observed in the baseline results. The sample used in figure 8, panel A feature expansionary phases only before the crises when output was at potential. The latest data, during which the euro area economy is in expansion but with remaining slack, dampen the response of output. \(^{16}\) This confirms that the degree of slackness in the economy is the relevant dimension over which monetary policy effects might differ.

Figure 8 (panel B) provides estimate of the IRFs adding among the controls the time series of unconventional monetary policy shocks, obtained as daily changes of long-term interest rates after the Governing Council meeting orthogonal with the monetary policy shock (Cecioni, 2018). The results do not change, suggesting that estimated IRFs of economic activity and prices are not capturing the effects of unconventional monetary measures.

Price and policy indicators - Figures 9 and 10 show that the results are robust to other price and policy indicators, that is if we substitute the HICP price index with the GDP deflator and we use the Eonia as policy indicator instead of the 1-year interest rate. \(^{17}\)

Distribution of positive and negative monetary policy shocks across states - Looking at figure 3 (panel A) one may notice that during expansionary phases contractionary shocks are more frequent. \(^{18}\) If contractionary shocks are more effective than expansionary ones, the results obtained above would not be ascribable to the state of the economy but to the type of shock observed in that state. Constraints due to the relatively short length of the sample make it impossible to estimate the effects of monetary policy conditioning on both the sign and the state of the economy, therefore, as Tenreyro and Thwaites (2016), the responses of output and prices to negative and positive monetary

\(^{16}\) Indeed, in the same experiment but using the labor shortage indicator or the output gap to construct the indicator of the state of the economy, there are no differences between the response of output in the entire sample and the one in the sample trimmed at 2016q1.

\(^{17}\) The monetary policy shocks in this case are the surprises extracted from the 1-month OIS contract.

\(^{18}\) The sample has 32 (17) positive (negative) shocks in expansions and 18 (10) in recessions.
policy shocks are estimated. The results do not show a clear distinction of the effects of the shocks depending on their sign in the sample under analysis.

**Figure 8 – The effects of the ZLB and of unconventional monetary policies**

**Panel A – Sample ending in 2016Q1**

**Panel B – Controlling for unconventional monetary policy shock**

*Notes:* The top row shows the IRFs of log of GDP, log of HICP and 1-year overnight interest rate swap during recessions; the bottom row shows the same IRFs during expansions. Grey area is 90% confidence bands (computed with Newey-West standard errors); output and prices in log points, interest rates in percentage points. The state variable is based on the real GDP growth rate.

*Notes:* The top row shows the IRFs of log of GDP, log of HICP and 1-year overnight interest rate swap during recessions; the bottom row shows the same IRFs during expansions. Grey area is 90% confidence bands (computed with Newey-West standard errors); output and prices in log points, interest rates in percentage points. The state variable is based on the real GDP growth rate.

**Distribution of large monetary policy shocks across states** – During expansions the range of sizes of the shocks is larger than in recessions (Figure 3, panel B). If larger shocks have a stronger impact on prices and these are more frequent during expansions, then the findings presented in previous section can be driven by the composition of the size of the shocks in different states of the economy. As a check I estimate an equation with the cubed value of the policy shock following Tenreyro and Thwaites (2016). If the value of the coefficient for the cubed shock is significantly positive, then this would be evidence that large shocks are more powerful. This is indeed the case,

\[ y_{t+h} = \alpha_h + \beta_h^+ \epsilon_t^+ + \beta_h^- \epsilon_t^- + \gamma_h X_t + \delta_h t + u_{t+h} \]

where \( \epsilon_t^+ = \max(0, \epsilon_t) \) and \( \epsilon_t^- = \min(0, \epsilon_t) \).

\[ 19 \]
as shown in figure 11, for the responses of prices, suggesting an interesting additional non-linearity of the effects of monetary policy.

However, the extent to which the baseline evidence tends to overestimate the stronger response of prices during expansions is limited since the frequency of large monetary policy surprises is quite evenly distributed across states of the economy with the exception of a single episode that lies outside the common range of the distribution. This occurred on 8 June 2000, when the ECB President W. Duisenberg surprised the markets with a 50 bp increase of key policy rates, while only a 25 bp rise was expected based on a testimony of the President itself few days before in Bruxelles. In order to understand whether this large shock is driving the result of a stronger response of prices during expansions, I estimate the IRFs when dropping that event from the sample (figure 12).

_Sensitivity analysis_ - Figures in the Appendix shows that the results in the baseline estimation described in the previous section are robust to the number of lags (figure A2), to the removal of the time trend (figure A3), to changes of the parameters of the logistic function $F(z_t)$ (figure A4): $\theta$, the parameter that regulates how fast the economy switches from on state to the other and $\bar{z}$, the one that influences the frequency of the recessions in the sample (increased to 35%, from around 25% in the baseline).

**Figure 9 – IRFs to a monetary shock – alternative price indicator**

**Figure 10 – IRFs to a monetary shock – alternative policy indicator**

_Notes:_ The top row shows the IRFs of log of GDP, log of GDP deflator and 1-year overnight interest rate swap during recessions; the bottom row shows the same IRFs during expansions. Grey area is 90% confidence bands (computed with Newey-West standard errors); output and prices in log points, interest rates in percentage points.

_Notes:_ The top row shows the IRFs of log of GDP, log of HICP price level and overnight interest rate (Eonia) during recessions; the bottom row shows the same IRFs during expansions. Grey area is 90% confidence bands (computed with Newey-West standard errors); output and prices in log points, interest rates in percentage points. The monetary policy shock is computed from surprises on the 1-month overnight interest rate swap.
Notes: The estimated equation is the following: $y_{t+h} = \alpha_h + \beta_h \varepsilon_t + \beta_{h1} \varepsilon^2_t + \gamma_h X_t + \delta_h t + u_{t+h}$. The figure reports the coefficient $\beta_h$ with 90% confidence bands. The dependent variables are the log of the real GDP, log of HICP prices and the 1-year interest rate.

5. Conclusion

The paper provides evidence for the euro area that the effects of monetary policy on the economy are different depending on the phase of the business cycle. Evidence is particularly strong for the responses of consumer prices, which are shown to be more responsive to monetary policy shocks when the economy is in a boom, measured either as an expansion of real GDP growth or as a period in which measures of resource utilization are increasing. Indications for a stronger response of economic activity during booms are instead less robust.

These findings are consistent with a story of downward wage rigidity and capacity utilization. In a recession, when the degree of resource utilization is low but nominal wages have not fully adjusted due to the presence of downward nominal wage rigidities, an expansionary monetary policy shock can increase economic activity through the use of idle capacity without rising wages. Conversely, during an expansion firms increase wages in order to attract workers in a tight labor market.

The results are robust to a series of checks regarding the way in which the state of the economy is measured; moreover they do not seem to depend on the pattern of the series of monetary policy shocks. An interesting extension, planned for future work, would be to analyze the extent to which fiscal policy plays a role in explaining the different sensitivity of macroeconomic variables to monetary policy across the phases of the business cycle.
The evidence presented for the euro area is similar to the one provided by Tenreyro and Thwaites (2016) for the United States. Differences emerge in that the recession sample available with euro area data is smaller than the one in expansions and largely ruled by the exceptional downturns occurred as a consequence of the financial and sovereign debt crisis, thus uncertainty around the responses is larger and the findings might capture some specificities of the 2008-09 and 2011-13 recessions.
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Appendix

Figure A1 – State variables

Notes: The solid black line is the state variables based on the quarterly real GDP growth rate; the red dashed line is the one based on the output gap and the blue dashed line is the one based on the EC indicator of labor shortage.

Table A1 – Cumulative impulse response of GDP and prices in the two regimes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cumulative impact on</th>
<th>At horizon h</th>
<th>Recession</th>
<th>Expansion</th>
<th>Significance level of the difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>log of real GDP</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.0255</td>
<td>0.0026</td>
<td>0.0106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-0.3714</td>
<td>-0.7824</td>
<td>0.3158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-0.6837</td>
<td>-1.4081</td>
<td>0.3599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>-0.6060</td>
<td>-0.4587</td>
<td>0.0123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log of HICP prices</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.1159</td>
<td>-0.1001</td>
<td>0.7623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.2712</td>
<td>-0.5072</td>
<td>0.9790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.2926</td>
<td>-1.3712</td>
<td>0.9993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.1910</td>
<td>-1.9704</td>
<td>0.9999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The significance level of the difference is computed using Driscoll-Kraay standard errors that control for possible correlation of errors across horizons of the impulse responses (h).

Figure A2 – Robustness to lag length

Figure A3 – Robustness to time trend

Notes: lag length is equal to 1 instead of 4

Notes: no time trend in the estimation
Figure A4 – Robustness to the parameters of logistic function of the state variable

Panel A – $\theta = 10$

Panel B – $\bar{z} = 35\%$
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